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VIDEO SERIES PROFILES REWARDING CONSTRUCTION CAREERS
Imagine if your teenage child could go to the guidance
counsellor’s office to learn about career possibilities by
looking at three display walls – one for universities,
one for colleges and one for skilled trades.
On that wall for skilled trades, there would be a monitor
for young people to watch dozens of informative, short
video profiles of people explaining their construction
careers, sourced from the Job Talks Construction website
at jobtalksconstruction.ca.
“We need to get the message out that there are thousands
of well-paid, rewarding jobs that will be available for young
Ontarians in the coming decade,” says Andy Manahan,
executive director for RCCAO, part of a coalition that
commissioned a 50-part video series.
In fact, construction research group BuildForce Canada
reports in its 2019 labour market forecast that more than
103,900 new workers will need to be recruited in Ontario
alone over the next 10 years because of the rising number

of retirements and to meet peak demands – that’s for
residential, infrastructure and other construction sectors.
The executive director of Job Talks Canada, a workrelated media and research company that promotes
careers in the skilled trades, says this video series focuses
on job satisfaction. Jon Callegher adds: “Our profiles
feature young people who embrace construction for
its highly satisfying careers and enjoy the challenges
of problem-solving. I think our coalition has done an
excellent job of conveying a new image of working in
construction: a future of possibilities that are bright,
exciting, secure and fulfilling.”
The coalition also includes four RCCAO partners: the
Heavy Construction Association of Toronto, the Toronto
Area Road Builders Association, the Ontario Sewer and
Watermain Construction Association, and the Ontario
Construction Careers Alliance.

See the video series at jobtalksconstruction.ca.
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